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SUWER 1-5

When the door Opened (1) we saw Beef (2) which was donated by the children of Imran (3) and 
served by his Women (4) on a Table (5).

4

The Women
AL-NISAA

Remember through
the analogy of 4 wives.

SUWER 6-10

On smelling the aroma people rushed like Cattle (6) from Heights (7) thinking it was Spoils of 
War (8). When they realised their error they did Tawba (9) like Yunus (10).

SUWER 11-15

Hud (11) and Yusuf (12) were overawed when they saw the Thunder (13) created by 
Ibraheem (14) breaking the Stone (15) idols.

SUWER 16-20

The Bees (16) seeing Israa (17) swarmed in the Cave (18) and watched Maryam (19) meet 
Taha (20).

SUWER 21-25

The Ambiya (21) went to Hajj (22) with the Mu’minun (23) to show them the Light (24) of the 
Difference between right and wrong (25).

SUWER 26-30

The Poets (26) and the Ants (27) who went returned only to tell a Story (28) about Spiders (29) 
eating Romans (30).

SUWER 35-39

The Originator (35) sent Yaseen (36) with His Troops (37) of angels with the Secret (38) of how 
to be his Companions (39).

SUWER 31-34

Luqman (31) went into Sajda (32) when he heard of the Parties (33) of Sabaa (34).

SUWER 40-43

The Forgiver (40) Explained in details (41) at the Meeting (42) of how to Decorate (43)...

SUWER 44-46

... after the devastation by the Smoke (44) which made people Kneel (45) at the Sand Hills (46).

SUWER 47-50

Muhammad (47) was sent to Win (48) with the Chambers (49) of the Qur’an (50).

SUWER 51-55

The Scattered (51) ones looked up at the Mountain (52) and saw the Star (53) and the 
Moon (54) as a sign from the Rahmaan (55) ...

55

The Merciful
AL-RAHMAAN

Think of a hug (kindness 
and mercy) with two 

hands (5 fingers on each 
hand).

SUWER 61-65

In the Saff (61) of Jumua’ (62) the Hypocrites (63) worry about Loss and Gain (64), thus 
Divorcing (65)...

SUWER 56-60

about the Great Event (56) which has Ironclad (57) security where one will have to Plead (58) 
not to be Banished (59) when Examined (60).

SUWER 66-70

... themselves from reality and Prohibiting (66) themselves from the Kingdom (67). This is 
signed by the Pen (68) of Truth (69) which Ascends (70) all others.

SUWER 71-74

Nuh (71) told the Jinn (72) to copy Muzzammil (73) and Muddathir (74) ...

SUWER 75-77

... if in (75) they wanted to be like a Human (76) Mr Salaat (77).

SUWER 78-80

The News (78) about those who Pulled Out (79) made everyone Frown (80).

SUWER 86-90

The Night Star (86) Elevated (87) them against the Calamity (88) with a new Dawn (89) in 
a new City (90).

SUWER 81-85

They Covered Up (81), Split (82) and Cheated (83) their own hearts when they saw the 
Explosion (84) of light in the  Milky Wa (85).

SUWER 91-95

The Sun (91) ends the Night (92) in the Early hours of the day (93) with an Expansion (94) 
like the opening of a Fig (95).

SUWER 96-100

If you Latch on like a leech (96) to the Rabb of Qadr (97) then there is Clear evidence (98) 
that the Earthquake (99) caused by the Assaulters (100) in your life...

SUWER 101-102

...will be removed like the Knock (101) at the door by the angel of death to those who 
Hoard (102).

SUWER 103-107

It felt like my heart was Squeezed (103) when I heard the Gossip (104) about me. It was like an 
Elephant (105) had hit me - like  the Quraysh (106) who denied even a Plate (107) of food.

SUWER 113-114

MAUDHATAYN (Protection) – Falaq (113) and Naas (114).

SUWER 108-112

Despite giving her Abundance (108) she Covered Up The Truth (109), denying herself Divine 
Help (110) and finding herself in Flames (111). - Purity of Belief IKHLAAS (112).

7

The Height
AL-A’RAAF

Link this with the drink
7UP and remember
reaching up to the

roof (A’raaf).

11

Hud
HUD

Add a horizontal line
to the number
11 to make H.

16

The Bee
AL-NAHL

The age 16 is normally
referred to as “sweet 16”

which reminds one of 
honey which is produced 

by bees.

17

The Night Journey
AL-ISRAA

Israa is linked to the 
journey of Me’raj, so 
think of the 1 who 
ascended to the 7 

heavens. Number 1 in 17 
could be written as an 

arrow pointing upwards.

7
18

The Cave
AL-KAHF

The age of 18 is normally
considered at entering

adulthood and thus time 
to leave the CAVE of the 

parents.

22

The Pilgrimage
AL-HAJJ

Think of going to Hajj 2 
by 2. The 2 ‘j’of Hajj

could be hooked to look 
‘2’.

Ha22

29

The Spider
AL-ANKABUT

Draw 2 mutant spiders
with 9 legs each.

30

The Romans
AL-RUM

X is the Roman symbol
for 10, so XXX is 30 in

Roman numerals.

XXX
31

Luqmaan
LUQMAAN

3 women with West 
Indian accents glance at 

1 man and say “Look 
maan!”.

34

Sabaa
SABAA

3 + 4 add up to 7. In 
Arabic/ Kiswahili saba

means 7.

3+4=7

40

The Forgiver
AL-GHAAFIR

In Salaatul Layl, we do 
istighfaar of 40 mu’min.

50

Qaaf
QAAF

Remember that 50 
signifies half, as in 50%. 
Half rhymes with qaaf.

50%
60

The Examined Woman
AL-MUMTAHANA

Women retire at the age 
of 60. It is at this point

that one would begin to 
examine their lives.

60
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80

He Frowned
‘ABASAA

In the 0 of number 80,
draw a face  that is 

frowning.

8
90

The City
AL-BALAD

The usual time for city
workers to start work is 

9.00am

91

The Sun
AL-SHAMS

Until recently we had
9 planets in our solar 
system, and 1 sun. 9 

around 1 Sun (Shams).

96

The Clot Which Clings
AL-’ALAQ

Draw a joined up 9 & 6 in
a circle, to represent 

twins in a womb. ‘Alaq 
means clot.

96
99

The Earthquake
AL-ZILZAAL

In an emergency, we dial 
999, however when you 

are faced with an 
earthquake, you may 

forget to dial the last 9.

99?

100

The Competing Horses
AL-AADIYAAT 

C can stand for Chargers 
and also looks like a
horseshoe. C is the

Roman symbol for 100.

88

That Which Covers Entirely
AL-GHAASHIYA

The number 88 could 
represent 2 big people.

Imagine being 
in-between 2 such people 

on a train or a bus.

77

The Winds
AL-MURSALAAT

Think of 77 as a picture
of 2 men in rukoo, and 
call them Mr. Salaat. Mr 

Salaat sounds like 
Mur-salaat.

65

The Divorce
AL-TALAAQ

In the UK, men retire at 
the age of 65. They 

divorce themselves from
the office.

65

62

Friday
AL-JUMUA’

Friday is the 6th day of 
the Islamic week. In 

Salaatul Jumua’ we pray
2 rakaat salaa instead of 

the 4 of Zhuhr.

6
FRIDAY

2

51

The Scatterers
AL-DHAARIYAAT

52

The Mountain
AL-TUR

53

The Star
AL-NAJM

54

The Moon
AL-QAMAR

55

The Merciful
AL-RAHMAAN

TH E M E R CIF
U

L

1AR-RAHMAN

40

The Forgiver
AL-GHAAFIR

41

The Explanation
AL-FUSSILAT

42

The Counsel Meeting
AL-SHURAA

43

The Decoration
AL-ZUKHRUF

101

The Calamity
AL-QAARIAAH

Draw 2 vertical lines with 
a small 0 in the middle to

represent a door. 
Qariaah

means the knock.

104

The Backbiters
AL-HUMAZAA

Remember that Sura 4
was Nisaa (Women). If
you added 100 and 4

(Women), 100 + 4 = 104,
you would have one big

gossip session.

105

The Elephant
AL-FEEL

Think of an elephant as 
having “5 limbs”, 4 legs 

and 1 trunk.

109

Those Who Cover
Up The Truth

AL-KAAFIRUN

People wear sunglasses
to cover-up or shield

their eyes from the truth.
109 can look like a 

broken pair of 
sunglasses.

111

The Flame
AL-LAHAB

Draw the number 111 as 
3 flames of a fire.




